
JANARA Swimwear Award honours the best 

swimwear collections 2022/23 

Traditional label Blue Man with top model Izabel Goulart among the winners 

 

With this extraordinary advertising photograph, the traditional Brazilian brand Blue Man with top model Izabel Goulart wins 
the award for the best bikini photo of 2022. ©Blue Man; Lucas Menezes 

 

The JANARA Swimwear Award annually honours the world's best swimwear labels for their 
outstanding individual designs or collections. Women's favourite garment and a booming market 
worth billions! Increasingly refined cuts, the finest fabrics, extravagant applications and unusual 
colour patterns that arise attention - the worldwide range grows from year to year! And really 
cheeky start-ups with new ideas are sprouting from the ground. The international jury of the 
''BikiniARTmuseum Foundation" of the 1st International Museum of Swimwear Culture has 
organised the JANARA Swimwear Award for the third time to draw attention to the many wonderful 
swimwear labels, to honour outstanding achievements in individual designs or collections or to 
make unusual eye-catchers, often still real insider tips, accessible to a broad public.        

There are six different categories to choose from in the swimwear awards. In addition, the bikini 
photo and the bikini video clip of the year were chosen for the first time. The personal prize of 
honour, the "Person of the Year Award", for special achievements in the field of swimwear culture 
is also awarded again. This year's winner is curator and swimwear expert Ghislaine Rayer. She joins 
last year's winners Cidinho Pereira and Kathy "Gidget" Kohner-Zuckerman. 



 

Magnificent ruffles create the must-have luxury look! 

In the category "High Fashion & Elegance", the Colombian label "Maygel Coronel" wins. The jury was convinced by the 
versatility and elegance of the collection. The magnificent ruffles underline the chic and classic design. With Maygel Coronel 
you are perfectly dressed for high-class appearances. 
 

Kissed by the South American sun - colourful joie de vivre from Rio 

In the "Colourful & Jolly" category, the Brazilian label "Farm Rio" impressed with fruity and colourful motifs. Particularly 
colourful prints were used.  
 

Curves perfectly staged! 

The US label "Monica Hansen" is this year's winner in the category "Extravagant & Provocative". The 2022 collection is 
characterised by metal details and curvy cuts in trendy colours. 
 

The new classy chic! 

"Livystone" is the winner of the category "Newcomer". The French swimwear label fascinates with its sophisticated cut-out 
solutions with great attention to detail. 
 

Unisex is back! 

The winner in the "Retro" category is the US label "Beefcake Swimwear". The label's retro style gives a feeling of the 
romance of days gone by. Historic cuts were already gender-neutral back then and still are today! 
 

Comfortable cuts in fresh colours 

The German label "My Marini" is the winner of the category "Sustainability & Innovation". Besides comfort and visual 
finesse, the collection focuses on environmentally friendly and sustainable production. 

 

Special Awards  

 

Best Bikini Photo 2022/23 

For the first time, the BikiniARTmuseum Foundation also awarded the Bikini Photo of the Year 2022/23. The award went to 
the traditional Brazilian label Blue Man (last year's winner of the JANARA Award in the Colorful & Jolly category) with top 
model Izabel Goulart and photographer Lucas Menezes. The motif, which shows Goulart posing in a bikini on a dredger 
shovel on the beach in Rio de Janeiro, was created as part of a large advertising shoot to celebrate Blue Man's 50th 
anniversary.  
 

Best Bikini Video Clip 2022/23 

In addition to the best bikini photography, the best advertising video 2022/23 was also chosen. With their cheeky video clip 
in which they ski down a ski slope in their specially produced, sustainable swimwear, the two founding sisters of the 
Liechtenstein swimwear label LANASIA, Lisa-Maria and Anna-Sophia Beck, are the first prize winners in the category "Best 
Bikini Video Clip".  
 

Person of the Year 2022/23 

This year, this special jury prize goes to the French curator and swimwear & lingerie expert, Ghislaine Rayer. Rayer, with her 
partner Patrice Gaulupeau, is one of the world's leading swimwear experts and collectors. The couple had an extraordinary 



and unsurpassable swimwear collection of over 400 exhibits, which have since found their place in the BikiniARTmuseum. In 
addition to curating international exhibitions on corsets and swimwear, Ghislaine Rayer is the author of the book "Bikini, La 
legénde", published in 2016. 

 

 

 

 

General information 

The JANARA Swimwear Award is held annually. The jury is made up of leading international experts. Patrice Gaulupeau (Paris), 
Lilian Pacce (São Paulo), Helmut Schuster (Miami/Berlin) and new member Jürgen Kraft (Usedom) should be mentioned as 
representatives. 

The sponsor is the BikiniARTmuseum Foundation, an institution of the BikiniARTmuseum in Bad Rappenau, Germany, whose 
mission is to create a first memory of global swimwear culture and, on the other hand, to gain more public attention and 
appreciation for swimwear. 

 

Further information on the labels, the call for entries and its evaluation is available on request. 

 

Attachments: 

 

 
Maygel Coronel – Winner Category High Fashion & Elegance ©Maygel Coronel 

 



  
Farm Rio – Winner Category Colorful & Jolly ©Farm Rio 

 

 

Monica Hansen – Winner Category Extravagant & Provacative ©Monica Hansen 

 

 

Livystone – Winner Category Newcomer ©Livystone 



 
Beefcake Swimwear – Winner Category Retro ©Beefcake Swimwear 

 

My Marini – Winner Category Sustainability & Innovation ©My Marini 

 

 

The two founding sisters of the LANASIA label, Lisa-Maria (l.) and Anna-Sophia Beck (r.), won the "Best Bikini Video Clip" 
category, which is awarded for the first time. ©LANASIA 



 

French curator and swimwear expert Ghislaine Rayer received the Person of the Year 2022/23 award from the jury. 
©BikiniARTmuseum 

 


